
 

 

Introducing 

AKUVI &KECHOU 
Reggae-infused neo-soul 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Who are we?  
 
Neo-soul meets reggae and hip hop through soulful vocals and 
advanced live looping. Kechou, with German-Algerian decent and Akuvi 

who has roots on Ghana and Norway explore their multi-cultural 
identities through sounds that mirror Urbanized Africa, contemporary 
hip hop and black American expression. Akuvi’s songwriting are diary 
pages turned into poetry with melody. Combined with the sounds put 

together by multi-instrumentalist Kechou, the duo takes you on a 
dreamy, soulful and personal journey through their music.  
 

 
 

 



 

AKUVI 

 
 
 

 
“Finding strength in vulnerability” 

 
Norwegian-Ghanaian Akuvi is a neo-soul vocalist, songwriter and poet. She 
grew up in Norway with  a family of musicians. Akuvi sings soulfully but with a 
raspy edge. Her sounds brings together West-African and Northern European 
expression, while also drawing on contemporary rnb and hip hop. She 
passionately delivers her lyrics in captivating ways, using elements from soul, 
Afro-pop and reggae. “ My art is a reflection of a vulnerable space, but it is also 
where I find and express my strength. My sound can best be explained as 
dreamy soul, jazzed up and reggaefied. I’ve had people dance, laugh and cry to 
the sound of my voice. As long as I am able to make you feel something, I’ve 
succeeded”. 

- Akuvi 



KECHOU 

 

 
 

“The sound of the future is a song of 
the past” 

 
Berlin born, Kechou, is a multi-instrumentalist, producer and rapper. With no 
wish to leave anything behind, Kechou’s built himself an intricate looping set 
up with a diverse collection of instruments he’s picked up along his musical 
journey. It is difficult to pinpoint his specific genre, though he’s been greatly 
influenced by Hip Hop, Jazz and now particularly a wide range of African 
music after completing his degree in African Music at the University of Cape 
Town.  
 



 

 
What have we done? 
 
The duo met in Cape Town in December 2017 and started crafting their 
sound through many fruitful jam sessions. Akuvi and Kechou started 
showcasing their music in July 2018 and has since then performed 

weekly in and around Cape Town, South Africa at a number of events 
and functions. Many of them being specifically curated events 

centered around women and feminine energy : 
 

o Showcase: “Stripped: Soft Energy. Hard Feelings” 

o Art Exhibition: “Dreams in Dissolution”  
o Showcase: “Spellbound: a celebration of women in music” 
o Akuvi represented the duo warming up for the American hip hop 

gurus, Onyx,  in Oslo 
o Kechou has represented the duo at events including the 

Muizenberg festival and the Zeits Mocca Museum of 
contemporary African art in South Africa, as well as The Swag 
Jam at the Badehaus in Berlin 

 
 
Tech 
 

Akuvi & Kechou work with the following tools: Vocals, loop station, 
vocoder, guitar (hand crafter), multiple effect pedals, hand-made 
percussion instruments 

 
 



 
 
Take a look at our work  
 

YOUTUBE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47d7yshb2iU 
 
SOUNDCLOUD:  https://soundcloud.com/akuvimusic/akuvi-kechou-
free-me-from-me-livewav 
 

INSTAGRAM:  Kechou_sound /  beatriceakuvi 
 

FACEBOOK Kechou.Sound   /  AKUVI 

 
Contact 
 

EMAIL: Kerim.becker@posteo.de / beatrice_k94@hotmail.com 


